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Abstract. We calculated the dependence of effective lifetime of minority carriers in
black silicon nano-textured by cones and pyramids on the diameter of the cone base, the
side of the pyramid base, the height of cone and pyramid. The numerical calculation
shows that n-type polished plate of single crystal silicon and n-type plate of black silicon
have a high minority carrier lifetime both in the bulk and on the silicon surface,
indicating a high purity of both the bulk of silicon and its surface. However, the
measured experimentally effective lifetime of minority carriers in the n-type black silicon
is 1.55 ms and is determined by the surface lifetime. The measured effective lifetime of
minority charge carriers in the p-type polished silicon is 1.24 ms. The minority carrier
lifetime in the bulk of the polished p-type silicon is lower than the surface one.
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1. Introduction
Black silicon is a structured surface of silicon, which
seems to be black due to the effective reduction of
reflection [1]. The surface of black silicon is structured
by cones, pyramids and pores [2-4]. The structured
surface of silicon not only reduces the reflection of light
but also scatters the latter, which increases the optical
path of light and its absorption [2]. If we structure two
silicon surfaces then we obtain a multiple reflection of
light between these surfaces due to the fact that a part of
the rays scattered by one surface falls onto another
surface at angles greater than the critical angle of the
total internal reflection and will be completely reflected
[5]. Analytical calculations of the angular distribution of
light in the volume of silicon structured by cones show

that 70% of light can be subjected to internal reflection
[5]. The reflection coefficient, transmittance and
absorption of black silicon structured by cones, as well
as the angular distribution of light in the silicon volume,
can be calculated using the rigorous coupled wave
analysis [2]. A black structured silicon surface that
absorbs light in a wide range of wavelengths has found
application in solar cells [5-7], photodetectors and image
sensors with increased sensitivity [8-10]. Black silicon
has a large surface area but due to qualitative
passivation, the minority carrier lifetimes in solar cells
with passivated black structured silicon surfaces are
equal to milliseconds [11-13]. Having unique surface
properties, black silicon quite unexpectedly found
application in surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy
[14] and terahertz emitters [15].
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2. The model of excess minority carrier distribution
and effective lifetime of minority carriers in black
silicon
The effective lifetime of minority carriers in black
silicon was calculated solving the diffusion equation for
minority carriers using the models and methods to
calculate the lifetime and minority carrier distribution in
macroporous silicon and single crystalline silicon [16,
17]. The respective system of equations includes the
diffusion equation for minority carriers in single crystal
silicon and boundary conditions. Black silicon surface
consists of cones and pyramids, which we separated into
elementary cylinders. We analyzed elementary cylinders
as an effective medium and sewed its bases. The
stationary diffusion equation for minority carriers in
elementary cylinder can be written as:
D p ∇ 2 δp (x ) −

δp( x)
+ g 0 p e (−αx ) = 0 ,
τ eff ,uc

(5)

C1 I1 (R0 ) = − S por (1 + C1 I 0 (R0 )) ,

(6)

where R0 = r0 /Lp and Spor = spor Lp /Dp are dimensionless
quantities. The constants C1 may be determined from
Eq. (6). The solution of Eq. (3) is the distribution
function of steady-state excess minority carrier
concentrations as a function of the radius vector r
⎡

(δp)S (r ) = g p τb ⎢1 −
⎣⎢

S por I 0 (R)

⎤
⎥.
I1 (R 0 ) + S por I 0 (R 0 ) ⎦⎥

(7)

The average concentration of steady-state excess
minority carriers in the cylindrical unit cell is

(δp )S

=

g0 p
τ eff ,uc

=

2
r02

r0

∫ (δp)

S

(r ) r dr ,

(8)

0

where τeff is the effective minority carrier lifetime. Using
r0

Eqs (7) and (8) as well as

∫ I0 (R ) rdr = Lb rI1(R ) 0 , one
r0

0

can find the average concentration of steady-state excess
minority carriers in the cylindrical unit cell:
⎡
(δp) S = g p τb ⎢1 −
⎢⎣

(3)

Here, gp is the rate of spatially homogeneous
generation of excess minority carriers, δp(r) –
distribution function of steady-state excess minority
carrier concentration as a function of the radius vector r.
The general solution of the diffusion Eq. (3) is
δp(r ) = g p τ b (1 + C1 I 0 (R ) − C 2 K 0 (R )) ,

dδp
(r0 ) = − s por δp (r0 ) ,
dr

where r0 is the radius of a cylinder, spor – surface
recombination velocity of minority carriers on the
surface of a cylinder. From Eqs (4) and (5), it follows
that

(2)

where e is the electron charge, gs – speed of the surface
generation of the excess charge carriers, δp – density of
the hole current at the surface, sp – surface
recombination velocity for holes, δp(xi) – concentration
of excess holes on the surface, xi – coordinate of the
selected surface.
The minority carrier diffusion in the cylindrical
coordinates is
⎡ ∂ 2 δp
1 ∂δp ⎤ δp(r )
D p ⎢ 2 (r ) +
(r )⎥ −
+ g p = 0.
r ∂r
τb
⎥⎦
⎢⎣ ∂r

Dp

(1)

where Dp is the hole diffusion coefficient, δp(x) – extra
hole concentration, α – coefficient of silicon light
absorption, g0p – bulk generation of excess holes, τeff,uc –
the effective minority carrier lifetime in elementary
cylinder defined by the equation (12) according to
[16, 17]. The stationary equation of minority carrier
diffusion in single crystalline silicon is similar to
equation (1) but needs to put the volume lifetime instead
the effective one. Boundary conditions are determined
taking into account the balance of the excess carriers on
the surface:
g s = e −1 j p (xi ) + s p δp(xi ) ,

where R = r/Lp, Lp = (Dpτb)1/2 is the minority carrier
diffusion length, C1 and C2 are constants, Іα(R) and
Kα(R) are the modified Bessel functions, α is the order of
the Bessel function. If R = 0, then C2 = 0.
The boundary condition on the surface of a cylinder
is

⎤
⎥.
I1 ( R 0 ) + S por I 0 ( R 0 ) R0 ⎥⎦

(

2S por I1 ( R0 )

)

(9)

On condition that R0 < 0.1, we replaced the
cylindrical modified Bessel functions by the functions
that can be written as І0(R) ≈ 1, І1(R) ≈ R/2. Then, it is
possible to present Eqs (7) and (9) as
⎛
⎞
S por
⎟,
(δp) S (r ) = (δp) S = g p τb ⎜1 − −1
⎜ 2 R +S ⎟
0
por
⎝
⎠

(4)
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g
(δp ) S

1
1
g
=
=
(δp ) S ( r ) τ eff ,uc τ b

=

2 S por
⎛
⎜1 +
⎜
R0
⎝

⎞
⎟=
⎟
⎠

1 2 s por L p L p
+
τb
D p τ b r0

(11)

1
1 2 s por .
=
+
R0
τ eff ,uc τ b

(12)

=

or

Let us obtain a simple expression to determine the
effective minority carrier lifetime in a cylindrical unit
cell.
The effective lifetime of minority carriers in black
silicon was obtained as follows:
τ eff =

1
hg 0 p

h

∫ δp( x)dx ,

(13)

r0

where h is the sample thickness.
3. The results of calculation of effective lifetime
of minority carriers in black silicon
For the numerical calculations, presented in Table, we
used the data from the paper [18], where the thickness of
the polished single crystal wafer and black silicon plate
was 470 µm for n-type and p-type silicon, and the
concentration of excess carriers was 5·1015cm–3.
The effective lifetime of minority carriers for ntype polished plate of single crystal is equal to 5.64 ms
and for black silicon wafer – 1.55 ms, in polished plate
for single p-type crystal – 1.24 ms and for black silicon
wafer – 0.75 ms, see Table.
Surface recombination velocity was calculated in
[18] as seff = h/(2τeff). The recombination velocity seff was
equal to 4.17 cm/s for n-type plate of black silicon and to
15.16 cm/s for p-type plate [18] (see Table).
Let’s estimate relation between the concentration of
recombining carriers on the side of the black silicon and
the polished side using the formula s2 /s1 = 2seff (Bl)/s1–1,
where seff = h /(2τeff), τeff = τs = h /(2seff), 2seff = s1 + s2. The
value s1 is the surface recombination velocity on the
polished plate and the polished side of black silicon. The
value s2 is the marked surface recombination velocity on

the black silicon side of the plate and seff (Bl) is the
effective surface recombination velocity on the black
silicon at all. The ratio s2 /s1 is higher than 6 for a plate
of black n-type silicon, whereas for p-type this ratio is
2.3, according to Table.
Using numerical methods, models and techniques
presented in [16, 17] we picked the volume lifetime τb
and the surface recombination velocity s, so as to match
the effective lifetime τeff of a polished silicon wafer and
black silicon. For black silicon, the distance between
cylinder centers is 0.13 µm, the cylinder diameter is
0.11 µm, the cylinder height is 0.5 mm for black silicon,
according to [18]. We also considered black silicon
square pyramids at the base instead cylinders. The
pyramid height is equal to the cylinder height, the
distance between pyramid centers is equal to the distance
between cylinder centers. The base side of the pyramids
is equal to the cylinder diameter. The bulk lifetime for
monocrystalline silicon wafer and black silicon were the
same. We obtained the minority carrier lifetime 0.03 ms
for n-type silicon and 1.75 ms for p-type silicon (the
concentration of excess carriers 5·1015 cm–3) calculated
using the numerical methods and models presented in
[16, 17]. The estimated rate of surface recombination on
the material surface was 2.67 cm/s for the n-type silicon
and 4.35 cm/s – for the p-type one, taking into account
the same rate of surface recombination for single crystal
wafer and for black silicon (Table).
Let’s estimate relation between concentrations of
recombining carriers on the black silicon side and on the
polished side of silicon by using the formula specified
above. The surface recombination velocity on the black
silicon n-type surface plate is 7.14 times higher than that
on polished surface (see Table). This result does not
differ much from the calculations with effective values
neglecting the volume lifetime. At the n-type black plate
of silicon, the lifetime is high (30 ms), and therefore it
does not affect the effective lifetime of minority carriers.
At the same time, the surface recombination velocity for
the p-type black silicon plate is 9.62 times higher than
that for polished one and higher s2 /s1 = 2.31 calculated
for the effective values. In the latter case, the volume
lifetime plays an essential role in the charge carrier
recombination. Table also contains the lifetime of
minority carriers at the surface, which shows the impact
of the entire material surface on the recombination
processes.

Table: Characteristics of polished and black silicon plates.
τs = τeff, ms [3]

seff, cm/s [3]

s2 /s1

τb*, ms

τs*, ms

s*, cm/s

s2*/s1*

n-Si

5.64

4.17

1

30

6.95

2.67

1

Bl n-Si

1.55

15.16

6.28

30

1.63

2.67

7.14

p-Si

1.24

19

1

1.75

4,26

4.35

1

Bl p-Si

0.75

31.3

2.31

1.75

1.32

4.35

9.65

The values in Table were obtained by numerical calculations with account of the bulk lifetime and marked with the sign *.
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1.2
Effective lifetime, ms

Effective lifetime, ms

5

4

3

2

1.0

0.8

3

1

1
0.0

2

0.1

4

2

4

0.2
0.3
0.4
Dc, Lp Hc, Hp (μm)

3

1
0.6
0.0

0.5

0.1

a)

0.2
0.3
0.4
Dc, Lp Hc, Hp (μm)

0.5

b)

The dependence of the effective lifetime of minority carriers from the base of the cone diameter circle (1), the base parties
of the pyramid (2), the height of the cone (3) and pyramid (4) for n-type (a) and p-type (b) black silicon; signs – experimental data
from [18].

Let’s compare the volume lifetime τb and the
minority carrier lifetime τs on the surface knowing that
the effective lifetime τeff is less than the least one. The
volume lifetime τb and the minority carrier lifetime τs are
high in polished n-type monocrystalline silicon
indicating both volume and surface material purity. But
Table data show that the effective lifetime τeff is a little
less than τs. In the n-type black silicon plate, the
effective lifetime τeff and the surface lifetime τs are
almost identical. So, very pure material volume does not
influence on recombination processes. The minority
carrier lifetime in the polished p-type bulk silicon is
lower than the surface lifetime τs, which indicates that
the concentration of surface recombination centers is
less than the volume one. The minority carrier lifetime in
p-type black silicon is lower than the volume lifetime τb.
We calculated the dependence of the effective
lifetime of minority carriers on the diameter of the cone
base Dc, the base of the pyramid sides Lp on the height of
cones Hc and pyramids Hp. We used the Table data and
methodology for calculating the effective lifetime of
macroporous silicon from [16, 17].
Figure shows dependences of the effective lifetime
of minority carriers for n-type (a) and p-type (b) of black
silicon on: the diameter of the cone base Dc (curve 1),
the base of the pyramid sides Lp (curve 2), the height of
cones Hc (curve 3) and pyramids Hp (curve 4). We have
an effective minority carrier lifetime for polished
monocrystalline silicon wafer at zero point. We obtained
the effective minority carrier lifetime (Figure, signs) for
black silicon (see [18] and Table) for the diameter of the
cone base Dc 0.11 µm (curve 1) and for the height of the
cone 0.5 µm (curve 3).

Figure shows that the effective minority carrier
lifetime in the black silicon wafer with cones (curves 1
and 3) is higher than the effective minority carrier
lifetime on the surface with pyramids (curves 2 and 4).
The effective photocarrier lifetime in the black silicon
wafer sharply decreases (curves 1, 2) with increasing the
diameter of the circle base of the cone, the sides and
base of the pyramid height difference between life times
in a plate of black silicon cones and pyramids grows
(curves 1, 2 and 3, 4).
The effective lifetime of minority carriers in the
silicon wafer heights curves sharply decreases (1), (2)
with the cone diameter and the pyramid base increasing
at the height of the cone or pyramid 0.5 µm. The
effective photocarrier lifetime changes slightly at
0.05 µm, then abruptly drops at 0.2 µm and then
gradually saturates at 0.5 µm (curves 1, 2 from
Figure a). Saturation is not observed in Figure b, it will
come at higher heights of cones and pyramids.
Experimental data for cones in Figure (signs) are in
good correlation with calculations of the effective
lifetime of minority carriers. One can obtain the same
lifetime for pyramids at 7-8 times lower the base square
and 1.4 times lower heights in comparison with cones.
4. Conclusion

The numerical calculation shows that the n-type polished
plate of single silicon crystal and black silicon have high
volume lifetimes and the minority carrier lifetime at the
surface, indicating a high purity of material volume and
surface. However, the surface lifetime is lower than the
volume lifetime of minority carriers. So, the measured
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experimentally effective lifetime of minority carriers is
determined by the surface lifetime.
The minority carrier lifetime in the black silicon
wafer is comparable with the volume one. The surface
lifetime reduced three times faster in the n-type polished
and black silicon due to the high volume and surface
lifetimes. Experimental lifetime of minority carriers for
cones is in good correlation with calculations of the
effective lifetime inherent to photocarriers. One can
obtain the same lifetime for pyramids at lower sizes in
comparison with that of cones.
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